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In view of a recent publication' on the configuration end collformation of w-trana- 

csr~l-oo-2-amine (1)2'3 we wish to report our preparations of the six stereoisomerio 

osrenylsmines (II-VII) by routes summarised in the ohart belo:!. 

The premation of (-)-trans-oeranyl-cis-2-&e (II) nr, 

viously used methods,19293 - 

- %Xeveed essentially by pre- 

namely by reduotion of the oxime of (- -oaran-2-one (VIII)4 

with aodium in ethanol. _I similar procedure with the oxine ol" (-)-9-cmaad-One (IX)4 gave 

(+)-cis-&uwnyl-c&-&-n.dne (IV) wras prepared by ti70 - 

routes. (e.) The tosylate of (-)-cc-cwan-a-&.-o1 (X)" nrs converted to the inverted wide 

which was reduced with lithium nlumMum hydride to the o&no (N), (b) The oxime of (-)-cis- - 

c,?rzn-lyone (xI)~ v:)s hyC.rogcnzted ovw Adn~s cntM.yst givilq predominantly the same mine (IV). 

The epimerio (-)-ois-wronyl-tr,uls-I!-anine (V) was obtained till the oxime of (-)-ois-cyan-l:- 

4 - - 
- 

one (XI) by reduction ~Lth codium in ethanol. This .aminc (7) ::;.s also obtained by the nmin- 

ative hydroboronation of (+)-cnr-3-ene (xII).~ (+)-cis-CsrCanyl-cis+-~&ne (VI) was prepared by 
T- - reduction of the oxime of (+)-cc-onran-pne (XTTT) with soEun in ethanol. The epimer 

F.%Zne (VII) n:-ts formed M the mnin >rocltct of the amination of the 
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m&ture of ~&-~a~~~~+~-baranes (XIV) derivoa by thermal equilibration at MO0 of ois _- 

oaranyl-trans-4-borsne. 
6 

Eaoh amine (II-VII) w&S purified through sn appromate salt. 

Detailed evidence for the configurations ad conformations of the mines (II-VII) till 

be given in (I paper now being prepared, but attention may here be drawn to a comparison of the 

optical rotations of the mines and the corresgondinC alcohols (Table) 

Compskson of the Optical Rotations of the Amines (II) - (VII) and 
the Corresponding Alcohols 

R= Rl$, -5f3.5° -30.5O +27.3' -77.1° +52.3O -2Y.',O 

-51p -34O +l:_y” -73.2O -45. 73 -22.Y0 

There is Good correlation between the optic?1 rotations of the above anines .~:i the 

correspond* dcokols. The diScr0pansg in the cese of the adno (IV) in explained. by m 

partial corformational change for which Support& cviaence rrill be given lcter. The l?rce 

discrepnncy in the vtiues recently published' for the (+)-carenyldne (I), [E]O~O +&IO, r.nd 

the corresponding alcohol (-XV), [a],," +X3.9', is undoubtcaly ilue to the error (potited out 

by Acharys end ororin7) in the WSignment' of the co!!fi.~uMion of this dcohol. Its coii- 

figuration should be emenaea to (XVI).7 
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The iiloohol (XVII), [C~]D~~ - 60.9', we3 obtcined by Achrsya and Tnwwn 7 by the reduction 
0 

aran-2-0119 (VIII) with lithium iiluminlum hyilriae. In a parallel 3tudyti ne Find 

that (XVII) has [a]D2C - 54'. These value3 are &early in good ageormnt with those of our oor- 

respond% edne (II), [a]D2' - 58.5', and am compatible with the rotation, [a],% + 6o", 

given by Kuo&yfi3ki, et,all for the adne (I), the enantiomorph of (II). 

A more detailed .account of the prepnration of the Nnines (II-VII) which inaludes evidence 

for their probable conformation3 is new being prepared. Studies on their de3minztion are in 

progress. 
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